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ABSTRACT

A special role in establishing the physical protection system (at all levels) pertains to
the human factor.

It is necessary to specify a place of this matter within the overall security system.
The nuclear energy sector security (as well as of other national industry sectors) is

based on the people: developers, personnel, different level management responsible for
decision-making process, the representative of regulatory, controlling and legal structures,
and therefore, in general, the role of the human factor can be considered to be significant.

The operative situation while being formed during the physical protection ensuring,
first of all, is affected by the following factors: political, social and economic, spiritual wealth
and cultural factors and etc.

In addition, a new problem suddenly appeared related to the safety and security of
the energy complex, that is: uncontrolled processes such as: non-payment, debts on salary
for several month period; all this factors effect negatively the level of safety and security.

In this clear, that in such a difficult situation the role of an individual is increasing.
Ignorance of the above factors or their non-objective (incomplete, partial ignorance)

accounting (consideration) finally can lead to the negative and irremediable consequences.
Thus, the content and the extent of the security of a society, in general, and every

person, in particular, directly depend on the functioning of all society's structure, and, first of
all, on the economic, social, political and legal structures.

As a result, the physical protection system acquires a complex or comprehensive
structure and shall describe its specifics in the paper.
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